NAMMA VEEDU INFANCY DAY CARE CENTER - CBE
Observation
May 1/ 2012
Today our center got initiated as we have planned. 5 children (4B+1G) came with their parents. Proper rituals
were performed to initiate the center.
Children chose various materials and started working – exploring them. They were quite independent. Most of
them explored the materials.
Ms. Valsa was very much involved in settling the children. We trust that all these children will be independent
soon from their parents.
From May 2nd are working for 2 solid hours. Parents will be moving away from the environment after 45
minutes.
All our adults are happy & confident in handling these children.
1.

Lokesh

2.

Kishore Kumar

3.

Akshara

4.

Tamil Arasu

5.

Hari Hara Sudhan.

May 2/2012
Today the environment got initiated with prayer. We gave presentations like rolling and unrolling mat, using
working mats, winding up process.
Children were well settled & performed many activities. Slowly after 45 minutes they were left by the parents.
Adults were confident in handling the children.
Snacks were given, but not after introducing lunch.
Mostly children got settled.
We are able to see their awareness level.
It is good.
They want to complete the activity.

Few children (Lokesh) need to be directed to be soft and calm.
Mostly children used mats.
They were not fighting for other material.
Most of the children seeked helpers help in using toilet & water.
No body was seemed to be board.
HEC was good for most of the children.
No one disturbed ornamentation & the house.
Shared the snacks.

May 3/2012
This week Focus objects Elephant and role play to work the materials with mats.
4 children came to the center.
By 45 minutes parents left the children.
Hari Hara Sudhan was very independent and he works methodogically.
Than yesterday today children were little independent.
Tamil Arasu was independent but he seeks for his mother now & then.
Lokesh’s emotion has to be settled.
He needs more social skills. He chose one material and worked for long time.
Kishore enjoys more water exercises.
Children are comfortable with helper.
Adults felt these children will be gaining more confident with them.
Tamil Arasu expects more mother care.
Helper said that she feels stress less.
Helper has been asked to search for another helper.

May 4/2012

New granite urili for flower decoration and idol of Ganapathy were placed in the center.
As usual the center begined the day. Poojas were offered to Ganapathy.
Floral decorations were made.
Miss. Viji initiated Kanakadhara stothram.
Hare Hara Sudhan is more settled. He makes use of his energy & all tools.
More water activities were done. Hari, Lokesh & Kishore washed clothes. Their eye-hand coordination was
good. Their awareness level was quite good.
When mother were not there, children cried, but all came in search of adults.
Adults & helper settled them.
2 children slept.
All these children are comfortable with the helper.
Lokesh has started choosing more materials.
Hari Hara Sudhan got the sense of proper winding up.
Challenging level was o.k. in settling them from crying.
Parents view:
Lokesh’s hyper actions were slowing down.
He learned to say “lu”.
Lokesh said good morning to his guest.
Kishore is also guiding up at home.
Tamilarasu likes to chant Ramanama at bed with his father.
Hari is more settled at home.
His adamancy seems to get reduced.

May 7/2012
Lokesh chooses only one material and works for long time.

He settles down after sometimes. He needs his brother to be with him.
Kishore Kumar needs water activities more to get settled. He needs the helper to be with him always.
Tamilarasu settled well. He identifies the colour (red, blue). He works well with the sound box.
He chooses many materials.
Hari Hara Sudhan was well settled. He works constructively with the materials. He chooses many materials.
Akshara observes the adults. She needs time to settle. She needs mother care & training for eating.

May 8/2012
Murugan statue was placed today in our center.
All the children are well settled.
The parents went out after 15 minutes of prayer.
Akshara repeated the prayer.
Flower vase decorated with Hibiscus flower was presented as real object.
Akshara was settled well and she started working with the materials.
Adults were confident in settling the children.
Parents felt in other schools teachers doesn’t caes & settle the children.
Parents also felt that children are preparing themselves to come to center without stressing.

Center will be remained closed for 5 days due to local festival.

MAY 15/2012
This week focus object coconut and role play using mat.

On May 14 Ms. Chandra joined in our center and started her work.

She was very confident about child’s settlement.
She was able to settle crying children.
Hari Hara Sudhan and Akashara were absent.
We are seeing Tamilarasu choosing many materials.
Today he was introduced with Touch Boards & Sound Boxes.
He focuses upon work.
Ducks & Cranes made of Cement were Brought to the center.
Mr. Suresh has offered few flowering plants.
Nails were placed in various parts of the house for hanging.
Mr. Siva Kumar supervised that.
Today Chandra settled the children well.
The immediate need for the center is “children”.
Ms.SreeKala has been selected as another teacher. She will be doing the infancy session totally in Hindi.
On May 14th Sreekala was interviewed. One more staff was interviewed but we are not choosing her because
she is waiting for a Government Posting. Her teaching technique is mostly based on her B.T training. She has 5
months old infant.
Reason for selecting Sreekala:
She is a multi-lingual/ multicultural personality.
She has committed for 5 years.
She is not working for earning.
She quoted Rs. 3000. But we are paying her Rs. 3500. Later we need to equalize the salary of both the staff.

Mr. Siva Kumar is also working for focus table & other domestic needs of the center.
Two more fans were connected.
We need to maintain our own XL sheet for expenses.
Stock register has to be done soon.
Lesson plan was discussed for this month.

Sensorial chart has to be prepared.

May 16/2012
Mithilesh joined in our center. His mother left immediately which we must not have allowed.
The child was crying, adults were little bit worried, but they were asked to be calmed.
Tamilarasu as usual chose many activities. We need to plant our saplings soon. Ravikumar has been handed
over with notice for children admission. He has opened a fresh income-expense register.
Today Sreekala got appointed. All our board members with 2 staff attended the training session.
Appointment letter were handed over to 2 staff + 1 helper.

May 17/2012
Tamilarasu alone came to the center. Settled, worked lot, he was given Touch board, Colouring activities and
books. We thank Selvi. Mithra for making the Geometrical cards. She is also going to make leaves cards for
matching activity.
We thank Mr. & Mrs. Shivaraman from MDS for sending good English reading books.
Stock taking was done by Viji & Sumathi.
Parents were called and initiated about leave taking.
Tamilarasu is evolving in settling down.

May 18/2012
Hari Hara Sudhan settled down soon even though he came after a long gap.
He got initiated with Pink tower.

May 21/2012
Akshara needs some more days to settle.
Due to long leave Lokesh & kishore feels very difficult to settle down into the environment. They need the
helper to be with them always.
Mithilesh works well with the materials. He will settle well soon.
Tamilarasu is well settled and works separately.
His awareness level was increased.
Anusha and Adhika joined today.

Anusha was well settled, she chose many materials.
Adhika works with the fingering materials for a long time.
She chose many materials. She arranged the animal toys as it is.
She observes the adults.
Both of them were very much interested in working with the materials.

May 22/2012
Hari Hara Sudhan after a long leave finds very difficult to settle.
Kishore and Akshara needs time to settle.
Lokesh has not chosen any material but he settled down slowly.
Touch Board was introduced by Ms. Chandra to Anusha and Adhika.
Chandra binds well with the children.
Adhika need training for sharing things.
Today the focus object was Monkey and Flower (ornamental)

May 23/2012
Today there were few visitors but children were working on their own. Shivani got admitted.
Anusha, Tamilarasu, Adhika were well settled. Lokesh, Kishore, Akshara & Mithilesh were crying.
Later Lokesh & Hari Hara Sudhan got settled.
Today we managed without helper. As the number of children is more, the center was vibrating with children.
They were also choosing their materials and working.
Need of one more helper is obvious. Adults were not distracted, they were patient.
More water based EPL activities are suggested.

May 24/2012
Teachers are expected to be confident with prayer chanting.
Few children need more time to settle. Today expect Tamilarasu all children were crying. Kishore was luing
more than 4 times. His health has to be checked. The need for one more helper is the most important
requirement.

Today was the first day we have received appreciation from public. A parent said that people felt good about the
center. He is making his 2.5 years old son shifting from other school here.
We all felt happy about each one’s effort and philosophy.
The adults’ dedication and smartness in understanding and implementing the philosophy has to be highlighted.
After 1.5 hours we saw few children working. Akshara will be settling soon.
Adhika need more constant exposure towards exercises which will make into settle soon.
Anusha is very smart and planful in her process of working. Adults of the environment have to focus on
exercising EPL activities. Few play things has to be purchased.
The patience of assistants, constant work will settle the child.
Meeting with assistants:
Hari Hara Sudhan is independent in toilet habits.
The hyperactive character of Lokesh has been put off. Now he is smart loving child.
Viji has clearly understood the difference between Childs work/play.
Ms. Chandra felt 2.5 years old children in the locality are just wasting their time. She felt a child has more to do.
More plans of the adults can be implemented only after 100% settlement.
Parents felt that their children never refused to come to the center.
Tamilarasu told his father at noon that he needs to work. His parents were so happy.
All the children are gaining confident with our binding.
Kishore refused to go home.Tamilarasu has started sharing his snacks.
Viji has realized that 2.5 years old child’s absorbent mind has to be challenged.
Children have started leaving their foot wear in the stands.
They have realized that they cannot get into their work before prayer.
Their freedom is not getting misused. They enjoy the freedom within their circle.
Tamilarasu is totally free from adults and more exercising with tools
Lokesh – Kishore’s sleeping habit is also changing.
Tamilarasu is aware about toilet habits.
HariHaraSudhan is very particular in windingup the mat after snacks.

Sumathi said that their confident level is good in handling more children.
Viji said that there is only one difference in handling the child, how to say, what to say, when to say, why to
say.

May 25/2012
Dharshan got admitted. As usual the day got open with prayer. We have introduced rocker, toy horse, 3 infancy
mat, pressure cylinder & few water toys.
Adhika needs to get free from adults.
Akshara & Mithilesh need more time and our focus to get settled.
Lokesh & Kishore need more deviation towards work/ play.
H.H.Sudhan again started settling. Today he has washed and dried his clothes after urination.
We feel children’s social skills are good but through role plays we need to implement several skills.
Dr. Montessori’s portrait project has been discussed.
Viji is very crystal clear about responding to a crying child.
We thank Mr. Suresh for accompanying us in all purchase. His ideas in planting are making our center green.
Adhika & Tamilarasu improving in colour matching. Tamilarasu can be introduced colour tablets.
He is also good in handling glass vessels.
Adhika is getting into more focus.
H.H.Sudhan helped our helper while cleaning toilet.
We saw Lokesh feeding Kishore with water.
Kishore has to be focused towards more social skills.
Dress coding of parents, few domestic behaviors of parents has to be addressed.

May 28/2012
Real object Ixora
After week end children came with usual cry. But slowly they were settled and focus towards tools.

Mithilesh need more time for settling. As all children were restless and crying only adults conducted the prayer.
We were unable to show the focus object.
Sensorial objects have to be introduced to all children by this week. Lokesh and Kishore have to be independent
on their own. More time is needed for that.
H.H.Sudhan awareness is good. Kishore’s focus with eyes, hand coordination is good.
The challenging level for infants with 2.5 – 6 years old tools is good.
Preliminary materials really help a lot.
Lokesh’s awareness level is good. Kishore has not focused towards materials. H.H.Sudhan can make his own
choice with the tools.
We saw Kishore – Lokesh on their own playing, rolling, laying upon mats & pillows.
Children were exploring animal tray.
Slowly we are making the children to move out of snacks.
Children are also getting into ‘grounding’. Children need more self exploration towards playing materials.
Lokesh’s verbalization is good.
H.H.Sudhan happily explored the flower vase. He also arranged flowers.
We must assist the children to windup and then we need to give play materials.
Lokesh and Kishore slowly leave the helper and starts to be independent.

May 29/2012
Today 100% settlement. Good. We can listen to natural way of language among the children.
They have started enjoying the environment by being naughty. But adults are constantly checking their
unacceptable behavior. Children are working/ playing/ talking among themselves.
Tamilarasu & Mithilesh their words are clear. They can understand what we say.
H.H.Sudhan uses more body language.
Lokesh – Kishore are settled but they are alone not mingling with others. They need more time.
Today Aquarium was put in the environment with 8 fishes. Yesterday we have ordered for a big huge play
house. We thank Suresh for his manual help in getting all these.
Tamilarasu, Mithilesh & Lokesh were introduced pressure cylinder.

Real object Mango
Mithilesh is getting used to good toilet habits and he has also learned to say ‘lu’ more.
MILE STONE
May 28th one new parent came to admit his daughter and surprised to hear about the fees structure. He also
appreciated the quality of school. This reflects public’s view.
Children saw and observed the Aquarium. Mithilesh need to learn sharing habit.
Lokesh erected the pink tower. He can pour water to the level of his size tumbler with good coordination of
hands – eyes.
H.H.Sudhan expressed that he needs to sleep. Children are matured to realize that they need to be in this
environment and work. They themselves say that they can go home only when their parents come.
Adults have started checking unacceptable behavior.

May 30/2012
‘A ‘letter was introduced to Mithilesh, Tamilrarasu, Hari Hara Sudhan & Lokesh. They repeated and absorbed
the pictures.
Hand washing was introduced to Mithilesh, Tamilarasu and H.H.sudhan & Lokesh
Real object Mango was soon.
Tamilarasu’s language was good.
Touch Board was introduced to Mithilesh.
Kishore’s social skill must be improved.
Mithilesh’s language is good.
All the children were independent. They all were well settled.

May 31/2012
Kishore’s involvement to the materials was good.
Lokesh helped Vinu while making clay models.
All the children were good in order using the toys only after working for sometimes.
Kishore started tracing ‘A’.
Kishore choose materials at the end of the session.
A new child Nikilesh joined the center.

Tamilarasu used colour pencil when Chandra madam is working.
A person from panchayat office enquired of not informing about the school,. Then the proper information made
to the panchayat president.
Salary is given to the helper and the assistant with mangal.

